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SUPERPOSITION OF WAVES 

PROBLEM 1 

(a) Progressive waves of frequency 1kHz are superimposed to produce a system of stationary waves 

in which adjacent nodes are 0.8m apart. What is the speed of the progressive waves? 

(b) A source of sound of frequency 660Hz is placed some distance in front of, and perpendicular to, a 

metal sheet. A microphone is moved away from the source directly towards the sheet. A series of 

minimum values in its output is found at equally spaced points. 

(i) Explain briefly why this occurs and why the minimum output values are not exactly equal to zero. 

(ii) Calculate the separation of these points given that the velocity of sound is 330ms��. 

 

PROBLEM 2 

(a) The speed v, of a sound pulse in a solid is given by � = 	
 ��  where Y is the Young’s modulus 

(1.4 × 10�Pa) and r is the density of wood (622kgm��). Determine the speed of sound in wood. 

(b) The given formula can be investigated by striking the end of a wooden plank with a hammer. The 

impulse of the hammer on the plank creates a compression pulse in the plank. 

Sound waves of frequency 750Hz are produced in the plank. They are reflected from the other end 

and set up a stationary wave pattern. Using the value of the speed of the compression wave in wood 

you have found in (a), calculate the separation btween two consecutive nodes in the standing wave 

pattern. 

 

PROBLEM 3 

 

A student arranged Melde’s set-up with a 1.4m long string held taut with a load of 1.5kg. Assume 

that the string contains 7 loops. 

(a) Explain why the wave is stationary. 
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(b) Determine the length of the wave. 

(c) Find the wave velocity if the vibrator vibrates at 200Hz. 

(d) Calculate the tension in the wire and the mass per unit length. 

 

PROBLEM 4 

A certain note is given by a wire stretched by a force of 60N. Calculate the additional force required 

to make the note rise an octave higher. 

 

PROBLEM 5 

A sonometer wire of length 76cm is maintained under tension of 40N and an alternating current is 

passed through the wire. A horse-shoe magnet is placed with its poles either side of the wire at its 

midpoint and the resulting forces set the wire in resonant vibration. If the density of the material of 

the wire is 8,800kgm�� and the diameter of the wire is 1mm, what is the frequency of the 

alternating current? 

 

PROBLEM 6 

A piano string has a length of 2m and a density of 8,000kgm��. When the tension in the string 

produces a strain of 1%, the fundamental note obtained is 170Hz. Calculate the modulus of elasticity 

for the material of the string. 

 

PROBLEM 7 

A steel wire S passes over two supports P and Q placed 900mm apart. The wire is fixed at one end X 

and passes over a pulley Y. A magnetic field B, directed at right-angles too the plane of the page, acts 

at the centre of the wire. The other end of the wire carries a load of 3N. The wire is connected to a 

signal generator and an alternating current passes through the wire. When the frequency of the 

signal generator is set at 60Hz, the wire vibrates in a single loop. 

(a) Calculate the mass per unit length of the wire. 

(b) What is the frequency when the wire vibrates in two loops if the tension in the wire is changed to 

5N? 
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PROBLEM 8 

A stretched wire is 1,200m long. It is divided into three sections so that each part of the wire emits a 

note when made to vibrate in its fundamental mode. The lengths of the three sections are 150mm, 

450mm and 600mm. 

Calculate the ratio of the frequencies emitted by the three parts of the wire. 

 

PROBLEM 9 

(a) The diameter of the pupil of the eye under certain light conditions is 2.5mm. A person views 

monochromatic light of wavelength 6 × 10��m. Calculate the resolving power of the eye. 

(b) A student uses a telescope to view light of wavelength 6 × 10��m. The lens of the objective has 

a diameter of 4m. What is the resolving power of the telescope? 

(c) Determine the magnifying power of the telescope. 

 

PROBLEM 10 

The separation between the first and seventh bright fringes in a Young’s interference experiment is 

4.2mm. Monochromatic light is used and the separation of the double slit is 0.9mm. If the screen is 

900mm from the secondary slits, calculate the wavelength of the light used. 

 

PROBLEM 11 

In a Young’s double slit experiment, the separation between the first and fifth bright fringe is 2.5mm 

when the wavelength used is 6.2 × 10��m. The distance from the slits to the screen is 0.8m. 

Calculate the separation of the two slits. 

 

PROBLEM 12 

A parallel beam of sodium light is incident normally on a diffraction grating. The angle between the 

two first-order spectra on either side of the normal is 27�42 . Assuming that the wavelength of light 

is 5.893 × 10��m, find: 

(a) the number of rulings per mm on the grating; 

(b) the greatest number of bright images obtained. 
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PROBLEM 13 

The wavelengths of two yellow sodium lines in the sodium spectrum are 5.890 × 10��m and 

5.896 × 10��m. With the aid of a spectrometer telescope, the eye can resolve an angle of 3 × 10�� 

degrees. 

Determine the number of lines per mm of a diffraction grating used in conjunction with a 

spectrometer for the two lines to be just resolved (seen as separate lines) in the first order image of 

the collimator slit. 

 

PROBLEM 14 

A diffraction grating with 600 lines per mm is illuminated by light consisting of yellow (630nm) and 

blue (420nm). It is found that the second order image of yellow coincides with one of the orders of 

blue light. 

(a) Find which order coincides with the second order image of yellow light. 

(b) Determine the angle at which this coincidence occurs. 

(c) The region on a white screen where these rays coincide appears almost white. Explain why. 

 


